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UPD arrests
five suspects in
two restrooms
By Suzanne De Long
Daily staff writer
Two men were arrested for lewd
conduct in Tower Hall Tuesday. and
in less than a week, two arrests were
made in the the north wing of Wahlquist Library for the same crime.
Because a report for Tuesday’s incident hasn’t been filed yet. the details of the arrest are incomplete.
said Lt. Shannon Maloney.
Maloney said that someone who
had used the restroom in Tower Hall
called in the complaint. An officer
was sent to the scene and at 12:15
p.m. two men were arrested for lewd
conduct in a public place.
The names of the suspects, what
they were doing and whether or not
they were students, can he released
only after a report has been filed.
On Monday at 10:40 a.m. on the
fifth floor of Wahlquist Library
north. Dale Medsker and Barry
Christensen were arrested loitering
in a public restroom.
Officer Johnson Fong entered the
restroom during a routine walkthrough patrol and saw one of the
men looking into occupied stalls
from above.
Suspect Medsker attempted to escape, and was injured when police
"chased and subdued him," Maloney said.
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Officer Johnson
Fong entered the
restroom. . . and
saw one of the men
looking into
occupied stalls from
above.
Maloney said he didn’t know
whether drops of blood outside the
fifth floor elevators were related to
the injury.
Medsker was charged with loitering in a public restroom and obstructing a peace officer. Christensen was arrested for loitering in a
public restroom and engaging in
lewd conduct in a public place. They.
were both taken to Santa Clara
County Jail.
Neither men were students nor
employees of SJSU.
(in March 25, Dail Simons was
See ARREST. back page

John Kurtyka works on a mural located in the Art Quad. Kurtyka is
a graduate student studying for his master’s of fine arts degree. The

Amelita Manes Special to the Daily
mural will be changed once every two weeks. The series will continue
through the semester in the quad outside the -%rt

A.S. run-off election features Katawicz against Scow
By Jeff Elder
Daily staff writer
The clean-cut sophomore and fraternity broiller
joined SJSU’s strongest political party and sought support from the Greek system in his bid for the Associated
Students seat.
The pretty blond resident adviser ran as an independent and relied on her connections in the housing community in her pursuit of the seat of director of personnel.
When all the votes were counted. Paul Katawicz and
Kim Scow nearly tied. Katawicz edged Scow by 51
votes. but neither received a majority because the Students Organized and Unified for New Directions’ Isabelle Coelho received 9.9 percent of the votes.
And now they must pound the pavement and press
the flesh again in preparation for today and Thursday’s
run-off election for the post many say is crucial in battling extensive student apathy in the A.S.
With several candidates running unopposed in the
March 16 and 17 election and almost no student participation in A.S. meetings. President Michael McLennan
and most directors agree that apathy is currently one of
the largest problems in student politics. The director of

someone who can inform them of openings on committees and let them know how they can benefit from holding office." Katawicz said.
personnel advertises vacancies in the A.S. and promotes
"We have to start sending out very clear messages
student involvement in committees and groups, where announcing every opening." Scow said. "I have a lot ol
most A.S. directors get their start.
contacts because I have lived on campus for four years.
Michelle Bertolone, last year’s elected director of I’ll be able to get people involved.
personnel, resigned last semester, and the poses workKatawicz enjoys the support of his fellow Responsiload hacked up before Kathryn Nakata. her replacement, ble Alliance members, who include all but one of 19 cantook office.
didates elected on March 17.
By the time we finally got the replacement she was
But Scow’s considerable support in the residence
swamped with work." said John Hjelt. director of stu- halls and energetic campaigning will make her difficult
dents rights and responsibilities.
to beat. Mark Murillo. controller-elect, proved Thursday
There were fewer candidates in this year’s election that a dedicated independent can overcome REAL’s
than there have been for years. Almost no students attend broad base of support.
A.S. meetings. which are at 3 p.m. Wednesdays in the
Voting booths will be open in between the Student
Student Union Council Chambers. Those who do usually Union and Old Cafeteria Building from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m..
drift away before the meetings are over.
in front of Clark Library from 9 a.m. buff p.m. and at the
Now Katawict and Scow are both convinced they corner of Seventh and San Carlos Streets from 9 a.m. to
can help reverse the trend of less A.S. student partici- 2:30 p.m.
pation. One of them must convince the students that they
Students can donate SI of their student fees to the
can do so by the time the polls close Thursday night.
A.S. club of their choice by indicating the club on the
"Being a public relations major. I can offer students ballot.

Analysis

For $2 students hasc a chance it)
win a turkey or an Easter basket at
the Army ROTC’ third annual Bunny
Shoot.
No, cuddly little bunnies are not
being murdered. The event’s name
was derived from the fact that it is
held before the Easter holiday, not
because of the choice of targets.
Cadet Major Breiten said.
Anyone who wants to win the bird
or the basket can try their luck from
9 a.m. to 3 p.m. today or Thursday.
Participants will be shooting at 10
circular paper targets. The six -rifle
range is in the basement of MacQuarrie Hall. The distance hetween
the .22 -caliber rifle and the i-rgei is
approximately 20 yards. Each person gets 10 rounds for $2.
Kendra Luck

Daily staff photographe

Sheryl Frank, an SJSU senior majoring in administration ofj ustiee, aims at the target
Fund.
The Cadet Fund pays for ROTC
social activities and any purchases
its student body needs to make
throughout the year.
Major Goldsborough. cadet activities adviser, said the Easter Shoot
began about three years ago and esti-

mated it earns about $300 each year.
He sees the fundraiser as a positive
experience for everyone involved.
"It gives students an opportunity to
mix with our cadets and builds camaraderie around everybody that goes
(to the range)," he said.
Tuesday’s female high scorer,

l’,iul Kalawice
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Kim Scow
Independent undulate

School of Science dean
retires after 18 years

Army ROTC presents Bunny Shoot

The highest possible score is I(X).
As of Tuesday afternoon the highest
male score was 145 and the highest
female score was 57. One 15 -pound
turkey will be given to the highest
scorer and one Easter basket will be
given to the second highest scorer.
Breiten said there have been about
150 participants so far. Because this
event is planned and run solely by
the students, all of the proceeds from
the shoot will go into the Cadet

Two candidates face off for
director of personnel post

with the exception of a tranquilizer
gun, had never shot a gun before.
"It was fun." said Lisa Irons, a
senior majoring in environmental biology. "It’s a great idea for a fundraiser." she added.
Lisa

Ostroski

By Kara Myers
Daily staff writer
The position of school dean at a
university is one of many demands
and responsibilities and few have the
qualifications or stamina to succeed
in such a role.
But Professor Lester Lange. dean
of SJSU’s School of Science, has
served in that position for 18 V,
years. He retires in July.
"It is an understatement to say
Dean Lange has been a strong
dean," said Howard Shellhainmer,
professor of biology. "He’s been instrumental in guiding the school
through its period of greatr.st
growth."
Lange began his career at SJSU in
1960 when he came to the university
as a professor in the math department. In 1961. he took over as head
of the math department. He served in
that position until 1970 when he was
appointed dean of the School of Science.
"It is a very interesting job to be
the dean of a School of Science of
this caliber." Lange said. "I know
so many people who know so much
more than I do about so many things.

’It is a very
interesting job to be
the dean of a School
of Science of this
caliber.’
Lester Lange,
dean of the
School of Science
"I think I’m a better dean because
I was (math) department head for a
considerable period. he said.
Professor Alan Ling, chairman of
the chemistry department, said that
Lange is a good leader and role
model.
"He is the epitome of the father figure for the school, I.ing said.
"He has strengthened the school
enormously."
The math department has grown
to four times its original size since
See DEAN. ha* page

Housing chooses 1988-89 advisers: 54 residents will take on staff positions
By Douglas Alger
Daily staff writer
The 1988-89 academic year is still five
months away. hut University Housing Services has already chosen the upcoming year’s
staff of 54 resident advisers.
"We have made a collective effort to find
the 54 best people." said Debbie Morales,
resident director of Washburn Hall and head
of University Housing’s RA -selection Committee.
Letters offering positions on the 1988/89
Housing Staff were distributed to applicants

Friday.
"I was impressed, overall," with the
1988/89 applicants. said Gary Timko. RD at
Allen Hall.
Timko cited a high level of energy from
the chosen group, pointing to Housing’s desire for additional community building next
year.
"I think we’ve got. potentially, a great
group of people," said Mark Kuhin. Royce
Hall RD. "I think they’re all going to work
out quite well."
Yearly staff turnover, on the part of both

RAs and RDs, has been a continuing concern
of University Housing. Six first -year RAs
and one second -year RA have resigned their
positions since the beginning of this academic year.
Housing established four second -year
(RA2) positions last year, for the purpose of
better continuity within the residence halls,
and has expanded that number to 12 for the
1988/89 staff.
"Having one )RA2) in each building is
where we should’ve been last year." Morales said.

"We’ll have a higher quality of stall nevi
year" because of additional RA2s, Kuhin
said.
The 12 returners have been rehired based
upon their suitability for specific residence
halls and lower tendency of burnout, in addition to what they could learn from the second
year position.
"Housing needed to look into choosing
more qualified returners, said Patrick Choi,
RD of Markham Hall.
"Things will run more smoothly with returners in all the bricks." said Kevin Wood.

current Markham RA and an RA2 for next
year. "I think it would’ve helped this year."
Housing officials hope that RA2s will
serve as role models for incoming RAs. help
to establish their building’s dynamics, and
assist RDs with supervision of RA staffs.
"I think we’ve selected 54 quality people
that will enable us to keep moving forward in
our program." said Hoover Hall RD Deanne
Holweger. ". . Returners have a lot to
offer that program.’’
See HOUSING, hark page
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Call Ron’s bluff
in Honduras
Two da%, alter the deplo% ment ot U.S. troops
to Honduras. Contra supporters proposed a new
plan to send $48 million in aid to the CIA clones in
the jungle.
I celebrated warily on March 3 when the previous aid proposal was defeated. because I knew it
was only a matter of time before Reagan conjured
up a scam to sway Congress resistance.
The charge of Nicaragua "invading Honduras"
was definitely a scam, no doubt :Mout it The Sand
inistas
periodically
cross the border in
search
of Contra
hide-outs. You can
hardly blame them.
since the murderous
insurgents just as frequently step over the
line to go on killing
sprees in Nicaragua.
Ku(
"tN
The purpose of
sending down 3,200
troops was the same
Katarina
as when President
Jonholt
Johnson cried wolf
about the Gulf of
Tonkin incident. Both Johnson and Reagan wanted
to send such a shiver through the herd of sheep in
Congress as to get their was.
Reagan isn’t a beginner at this game. The maneuver was a rehash of 1986 when the United States
sent helicopters to transport Contras to the Honduran border.
Tip O’Neill said in his book "Man of the
Hou..e:" "If Reagan does bring us into Nicaragua.
we will look hack to June 25. 1986. as the day Congress passed the Central American equivalent of the
Gulf of Tonkin resolution."
But even if establishing support for an aid
packet was a main goal. concern about the starving
Contras was hardly the onl% motivation.
With only a few months left in office, time is
running out for the president to end with "a great
curtain call. He used this expression shortly before signing the INF Treaty. Apparently. he doesn’t
think the arms agreement will suffice to ciner up
the blunders of Act II of "Ronald Reagan as president."
Losing several crucial votes in the Democratic controlled Congress has made the administration
appear whipped. Restoring the image by securing
Contra aid and taking a strong stand against "Communism" in Central America would certainly make
the president look better and also improve the
chances of the Republican Party to stay in power
after the next election.
When Bush receises the party’s nomination,
rest assured that the press and the Democrats will
get the thumbscrews out to make him remember
whether he attended that meeting when the arms for-hostages deal was approved. The recent indictments in the scandal also had the potential to redirect public attention to the ugly mess.
Nothing would serve the Republican Party better right now than a national epidemic of blind patriotism, which tends to break out whenever "our
boys’’ go to war. And this is a war situation,-even if
it’s called an "exercise " The soldiers joined almost 2000 "advisers.’’ whit were already in Honamazing how creative they can get
duras It’s
with words to avoid the War Powers Act.)
This is perhaps the most frightening of the president’s characteristics: his willingness to sacrifice
peace, justice and even lives for purely political
purposes. He did it in 1983 with the invasion of
Grenada.
After 241 Marines were killed in Lebanon so
unfortunately close to the 1984 presidential election, a heroic "show of force" seemed to he in
place. O’Neill wrote: "We were supposed to be out
within 48 hours, hut our combat troops stayed on
for weeks. And as far as I can see it was all because
the White House wanted the country to forget about
the tragedy in Beirut."
It’s important to remember that Honduras and
Nicaragua weren’t even enemies until the United
States pitted them against each other. The Honduran government opposed the Somoza regime and
preferred the Sandinistas. But Honduras was a
strategic place to build camps and supply routes for
the Contras, Sc) the United States threatened to
withdraw aid from this small, poor nation if it refused to go along.
Which of the two countries is a "democracy" is
also disputable. The Honduran government operates in the shadows of the military, which is immune to investigations of human rights abuses.
Trade unionists, students and opposition leaders
have been tortured and killed by the hundreds.
The Sandinistas were chosen among several alternatives, including a conservative option, in a
1985 popular election supervised by international
diplomats.
It’s up to Us to call Reagan’s bluff and give the
Central American countries a chance to work out
their own problems. Given some time in peace, the
Sandinistas will have the opportunity to reinstate
basic liberties, such as freedom of the press, which
are difficult to uphold while the frail, new government is under attack.
We have to make it our responsibility to ensure
that no more people are killed in useless wars (or
exercises). Join the protests that have sprung up
across the nation. Stay informed by critically reading newspapers, magazines and books. Don’t buy
the lies

Letters to the Editor
We’re No. 1
Editor,
I wish to respond to a few comments made by Russ Baggerly in the
March 21 Spartan Daily.
I. too, believe that America is the
best nation on this planet, except if
you’re Chicano, black, American Indian, female, homeless, homosexual, poor. etc.
I’ve lived along the Texas/Mexico
border and have seen, read and heard
about the beatings and the killings
inflicted upon the many Mexicans
who have attempted to come hack to
the land that was taken from them
during the unjust Mexican -American
War (1846-48),
There are places in America today
where minorities are not welcome
and are still being beaten and murdered just liw being minorities. Rampant discrimination and prejudice
exists from sea to shining sea.
America has gone farther faster,
developed more, and has had a
greater impact on the world in terms
of polluting the air and water, not to
mention exploiting its neighbors
(Latin America) in the name of greed
and lust for its resources.
So when will America see the
need for action to prevent the spread
of a political system that allows such
unfeeling cruelty? I can only say I
hope it’. soon!
In reference to "indoctrination of
propaganda" in textbooks, having
been in school for 19 years and reading the books that exclude the (rue
history and contribution of Chicanos. blacks. Native Americans
and others. I have read the books
that label the Chicano as a banditti.
passive. lazy, etc. The same books
label blacks and Native Americans
as savage, primitives. etc.
When Russ mentions that America hasn’t invaded Nicaragua he exposes his ignorance. Nicaragua was
invaded by U.S. Marines in the recent past. Even though sending
3,201.1 troops down south now might
not constitute an invasion. you don’t
really have to invade a country when
you can train and fund the Contras to
do your dirty work for you.
Russ mentions how it won’t be too
tough to bomb Ortega’s "two-bit
pest -hole of a country into the Stone
Age." Now if that’s not Stone-Age
thinking. I don’t know what is.
I can’t help thinking how hypocritical this all sounds, considering
that Russ’ opening remarks expressing how he loves having fun more
than anything, unless his idea of fun
is death and destruction.
Arturo Villarreal
(;raduate Student
Social Science

Writer got it wrong
Editor.
I am sorry that although the writer
of the feature article about the "debate" between me and Sanual Henry
over E.D. Hirsch’s "Cultural Literacy" interviewed me for over an
hour. she failed to learn, or at least
you failed to print, what I have to
say about the hook.
I told your reporter what I told the
assemblage at the March 4 forum:
that Hirsch’s thesis was that most
Americans are not as literate as
might he desired, because for the
past 75 years they have been taught
"skills" rather than content. 1 told
her that I agreed with Hirsch on this
point because my experience as a
teacher has been that students cannot
write (or read either) not because
they have not had enough courses in
"writing," hut because they have
not read enough. I told your reporter

that I believe that if students were
taught "content" they would also
acquire, naturally and almost by
themselves, "skills"; hut that if they
were "skills" they would not be
likely to acquire sufficient "content" to have anything worth writing
so that they wouldn’t. finally, acquire the "skill" of writing either.
As President Fullerton told your
reporter. Hirsch’s 5.000-item list is a
mere appendix to his book. To focus
on this list is to take people’s atten
tion away from the actual controversy
which. as I have said. is
’’skills’’ % s . "content . " Therefore. I
will not in this letter point out (as I
pointed out in the March 4 forum)
that Hirsch’s list is descriptive rather
than prescriptive; whereas if Henry
and Company twsist on their input
the list will become prescriptive
rather than desetiptive: it will -he a
list not of terms that one must know
if one is to read hooks that employ
these terms, but a list of terms that
this or that pressure group would like
us all to add to our vocabularies.

According to scholars and educators, we live in a society that is more
divided and segregated than ever.
And if we are going to struggle and
try to rid our society of some of its
divicivness, etc., it certainly will
begin with the ripping apart of the
book by E. D. Hirsch.
John Nlinnis
Alumnus

One slight correction

I would like to thank Joe Kappia
for an excellent interview (March
21). However, there’s a typo that
needs to be corrected. It reads, "In
most instances. innocent people
have been executed." What I said is
that we have research indicating that
between 1900 and 1985, 343 convicted of capital crimes were later
found to be innocent. In fact, many
were saved days. even hours before
their deaths. Twenty-five were not
so lucky. They were executed
coldly. wrongly and forever
Michael Rust igan
Nor will I point out that when
Associate Professor
Hem’s says he will not "melt" he is
Administration of Just ice
only posturing, since your article
proves that he speaks English and
wears a jacket and tie just like
How ’bout them Phils
Prince Charles and the Duke of EdiEditor.
nburgh. (Prince Charles is the oldest
I can’t believe Nelson Cardadeison of the present Queen of England.
Elizabeth II; the duke of Edinburgh ro’s "Sports guru speaks." March
is her husband and, of course, Prince IS. doesn’t like the Phillies as one of
the teams that will challenge the
Charles’ father. f
Mets for the NL East crown. The
I will rather, close by repeating Phillies have a potent lineup that inthe question I asked toward the end cludes newcomer Phil Bradley and
of the March 7 Forum, which was, superstars Mike Schmidt, Juan Samsince most of us agree that it would uel, Von Hayes and Lance Parrish.
he nice if we shared a common body to go along with a young but potenof knowledge, and most of us agree tial -ridden starting staff led by ace
that this end could he better achieved Shane Rawley and a solid bullpen
if learners took more "content" that includes Cy Young Award wincourses (even at the expense of tak- ner Steve Bedrosian.
ing fewer "skills" courses. Why
Not only will the Phillies chaldoes not SJSU. under the direction lenge the Mets, they will win the
of its evidently right-minded presi- East. down the Reds in the playoffs.
dent, start requiring its undergrad- and crush the Brewers in the World
uates to take more G.E. "content" Series.
courses and fewer "trivial" courses
Steve Hall
in grammar, rhetoric and logic (that
Junior
007).
is, English IA, 1B and
Electrical Engineering
Chaldecott
Dennis
Professor
English Time for some advice
Editor.
Book ripping OK
Your March 22 issue was atria/
ing.
Editor.
It was amazing that 5(1) protesters
As an alumnus of SJSU. 1 want to
applaud the recent forum on race re- 60 miles north of campus got a front
lations (March 4), and in particular, page banner headline with three phothe actions of the university’s Affir- tos. If it happened at SJSU. I could
mative Action director. The text- see the coverage. If there were SJSU
book that was ripped apart deserves students who could be quoted. I
worse treatment. And English Pro- would be more sympathetic to the
fessor Chaldecott needs to be re-edu- story placement. But no, the bike
cated. provided of course he has any ban and business speaker stories get
buried while the Daily sensationa
redeemable value.
lizes a story in an attempt to appease
Speaking as an alumnus. I must
a liberal college crowd. Dave Lan say that this educational institution
son must have had something to do
has tolerated these kinds of educawith this.
tors far too long. Which in my mind.
Speaking of Dave, in the same
and certainly in the minds of others
raises the question of what is the role issue we read another familiar self.
of education and its critical righteous column by Mr. Lanson. I
relationship with the 21st century, respect your right to an opinion.
Moe, but at least try to make your
only 12 years away?
columns interesting. You criticize
I think we can all agree that edu- Reagan for re -hashing old arguments
cation must serve the social environ- again and again, which may be true.
ment. I think we would agree that
but you’re doing the same thing! It
education formally extends and reall comes across as a self-serving
inforces the informal socialization tribute to your ego, and that’s not
process that goes on in the family. what writing a column is all about
As we near the 21st century. within Unless you come from the Pat Dillon
the educational institutions are (San Jose Mercury News) school of
WASPs, White Angelo -Saxon Protcolumn -writing. I assume you are
estants, who are the educators, who writing for we, the readers. Please
determine who will be taught.
keep that in mind next time
And of course, WASPs have the
Mike Guersch
Soplu more
highest and biggest stake in the
Journalism
maintenance of the status quo.

Awoman has finally made her way into organized baseball. She wields authority and
commands respect. Yet she’s never going to
give a team a pre -game pep talk and she’s never
going to win the seventh game of the World Series.
For those of you who have never heard of her.
the woman’s name is Pam Postema. This spring she
is going where no woman has gone before behind the plate and beside the bases at major league
exhibition games.
Postema is an umpire. She has come up through
the system just like all of her co-workers and now
she has a very good chance of calling balls and
strikes in big league ballparks. Postema probably
won’t work the regular season in 1988, but she
should be traveling the major league circuit soon.
On the off chance that you’re wondering why
Postema probably won’t crack the Wrigley Fields
of baseball this year, the National League only has
a couple of spots open on the roster of umpires and
there are more than a half dozen men who have
more tenure than Postema.
However, Postema and her co-workers have all
rattled around the minors and they have all worked
their way up to the level at which they now umpire
Just like most baseball players, they have to go
through the Tacomas and Tidewaters of the A, AA
and AAA leagues before they reach the San Franciscos and the Milwaukees.
A strange thing could be happening, though,
with Postema’s climb to the big leagues. The media
seem to be giving her all the attention she rightly
deserves. Sports Illustrated placed her on the front
cover and the San Jose Mercury News has written
articles about her. Mercury News Sports Editor
Mark Purdy even devoted one of his columns to her
or at least to one of the problems Postema already seems to he facing.
Houston Astros pitcher Bob Knepper has already stated his disagreement with Postema’s role
as an umpire. He has said that women should be
submissive to their husbands and that women don’t
belong on the ball field.
Maybe Knepper forgot we are no longer in the
Dark Ages. Women now have a place in what used
to be a man’s world. They take on jobs as firefighters, police officers and other occupations that have
traditionally been considered "man’s work."

,,

Postema has come so very close to one of
Now few sacred grounds that men still have
big-time. high -paid professional athletics.
No, women haven’t faced off against Wayne
Gretsky or swung at a Roger Clemens fastball. but
that’s probably not because they couldn’t. Men
have this problem about letting women into their
domains.
Look what happened when female sports reporters wanted to go into the locker rooms for postgame interviews. Male athletes protested and pretts
much had a fit. Why? It’s not a place for women to
be; they felt uncomfortable wandering around in
their BVDs (or less) with women in their presence
If men would simply put aside their problems
and prejudices, they would probably find that a
sports reporter is a sports reporter, no matter what
his or her gender. More and more women are finding that they want to be involved with sports, and
since they can’t play. they do the next best thing
they write about it.
Postema has broken that mold of women being
relegated to the press box. She’s jumped over the
wall and sprinted onto the field. I really don’t know
how other women feel about her position, but I
think it’s great. This is just a start for women to
show that they can enter the world of male -dominated athletics.
Don’t get me wrong; I’m not a female activist.
not by any stretch of the imagination. I like men to
open doors and pull out chairs for me. I’m not for
the Equal Rights Amendment: I don’t want to be involved with the draft and sent off to some foreign
country to fight for the United States.
But I do want to he able to walk into a locker
room after the team I’m covering has just won the
Super Bowl or the World Series and have the athlet,ensertalk with me just like they would any other repiI
want to be able to discuss our national pastime
with a group of the guys at the ballpark and have
them actually listen to me and believe that I know
what I’m talking about.
Yet most of all, I want to hear 58.000 avid fans
boo Pam Postema in the bottom of the ninth inning
of a Giants -Dodgers game at Candlestick Park because she made a had call, not because she’s a
woman.
Gtxxl luck. Pain’
Karen M. Derenzi is editor in chiet 44I the
Spartan Dail% . Her career aspiration is to 1w a
sports reporter who readers like arid respect.
"More ’Man Meet’. the Eye’’ USU:111) appears
ever % iither Fridas .

Forum Policy
The Spartan Daily would like to hear
our readers.
from you
Your ideas, comments, criticisms and
.ions are encouraged.
All letters may be edited for length or
libel, and the Daily reserves the right to
limit the number of letters on a given topic
after a sufficient amount of comment has
appeared.
Letters must bear the writer’s name,
major. phone number and class level.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on
the second floor of Dwight Bente! Hall or
to the Student Union information desk.
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Russian artists will visit SJSU

Award winners

Kendra Luck Daily staff

photograpi,,,

rank Michael Russell, left Jeff Elder and Dave Lanson displa)
the plaques the) ti ere aM dirtied at the CIPA convention.

Four SJSU students
earn CIPA awards
It) Laura I. Lukas
Daily staff writer
Four student delegates from
SJSU ’s department of journalism
and mass communications received awards for their talent at
the annual California Intercollegiate Press Association convention in Los Angeles.
The CIPA convention, hosted
by the University of Southern
California. brought about 275
journalism students together for
seminars and competition in a variety of divisions. These divisions
include news, sports, editorial
and feature writing, editorial
skills such as newspaper layout.
and broadcast writing.
The actual competition was
held Saturday. with an awards
ceremony Sunday. Judges for the
competition came from the Los
Angeles Times. the Orange
County Register and area radio
stations.
SJSU sent 13 delegates to the
convention: I I newspaper and
magazine majors and two radio/television majors.
Frank Michael Russell, who
won second place in the front
page layout broadsheet division.
said a full delegation tone student
in each division of competition)
was not able to attend the conference because of department

budget problems."
"Actually seeing other people
from other schools made me
proud to be from the SJSU journalism department," said Geno
Zenuche who felt that "other
schools didn’t apply their expertise."
Zertuche won a second place
award in broadcast sports for his
coverage of a USC track meet.
"I tried to be different and creative," he said.
Dave Lawton, third-place winner in the editorial writing division, places his claim to fame on
a gin and tonic at the Hilton
lounge before the actual writing
of his prize-winning piece on a
mock murder trial.
"It’s nice to win at the upper
division level." as opposed to the
junior college level. Lanson said.
"I wish to thank the department
for its moral support.’ ’
"Fatburger was the secret to
my success," admitted Jell
Elder. who placed second in the
feature writing division.
After getting his assignment at
competition headquarters. Elder
did his necessary research and
headed to the area fast food restaurant for inspiration.
"Some day." Elder said. "I’ll
write a Pulizer-prize winner at
Fatburger."

By Vic Vogler
Daily staff writer
In a society where politics rather ’They can
than commercialism inspires art.
Komar and Melamid were the Andy seamlessly work on
Warhols of the Soviet Union.
That’s how an professor Paul one painting that is
Steiger describes the Russian artists.
An admirer of their work. Steiger in- completely unified.’
vited Vitaly Komar and Alexander
-- Paul Steiger,
Melamid to visit SJSU. The artists
will discuss their work Thursday at
art professor
3:30 p.m. in the University Theatre.
Claiming not to be political or dissident artists. Komar and Melamid and political leaders.
emigrated front the Soviet Union in
But instead of appearing with
1978. After a brief sta) in Israel, other "propaganda an" on public
they came to New York City.
walls, the artists’ work appeared in
Throughout the art world. Komar galleries. Eventually, their paintings
and Melamid are celebrated for caused onlookers to question instead
painting in tandem without showing of just observe politics. Steiger exnoticeable differences in style or plained.
brushwork. In short, one artist can
"In a way, they were doing Soviet
finish a work using the same tech- pop art," the professor said. comnique as the artist who started it.
paring Komar and Melamid to the
"They can seamlessly work on late Andy Warhol
an American
one painting that is completely uni- who turned everyday commercial
fied." said Steiger, adding that images into an. "Their version of
"you can’t tell at all" where one the Campbell’s soup can was the popainter starts and the other finishes.
litical slogan."
While in the Soviet Union, Komar
At first the Soviet government
and Melamid began painting in the closed one of their showings, brandsocialist -realism style. Steiger said. ing the work as "outsider art."
Subjects included the classic Russian Steiger said. Two weeks later. howwork hero with a hammer and sickle ever, the government changed

Library gets new lights
"There will be light," s.tid Library Director Ruth Halter to all the
students and faculty who brought the
poor lighting condition in Clark Library to her attention.
Halter said suggestions to fix the
lighting in the library have been
coming in all semester, which
prompted her to bring the complaints
to Mo Qayoumi, head of plant operations.
After the meeting with plant operations. Harter said she and some of
the engineers from plant operations
went around and began measuring
the lighting.
The lighting is measured by candle light, and 60 candle light is what
students should be reading at But
Halter said during their investigation. they found students were reading at five to 15 candle light "which
is about what Abraham Lincoln was
reading at.’’ Halter said.

Budweiser Ann

During an interview March 12 at
the county jail. Cabrera said he is not
a skinhead and told Deputy Probation Officer Thomas Leger it was
one of the teen-agers who made the
remark that sparked the fight.
He said he was drunk on tequila
that night. He started swinging the
piece of wood only after the other
men advanced toward him and refused to hack off, Leger wrote in his
report.
He said he was sorry for his actions and told Leger he was glad no
one was seriously injured.
Cabrera, who has no prior record
of violent crime but a long history of
theft over the past eight years,
pleaded no contest earlier this month
to a felony count of assault with a
deadly weapon.

CINEMA

NATIONAL

4-1.141, LAMPOON’s
11045t
*tint’

"The unique painter, the unique
author has been erased." he said.
While embracing unity in tandem,
the artists combine modernist and
classical styles. Through their work,
mythological figures explore modern
Soviet and American realities.
Funding
problems
prevented
SJSU from hosting Komar and Mel amid last November. This semester.
extra grant money paid for the lecture. California State Lottery Funds.
the Distinguished Visiting Artists
Program, the art department and the
School of Humanities and Arts are
sponsoring the event.
For the next six weeks, the Paule
Anglim Gallery in San Francisco
will be displaying the artists’ work.

WINAL
OWE

$2 Admission
7&10pm Wednesday Mar. 23

NNYV ALL CAP)
Po
lice documents listed seven
pages of weapons found in a
motorhome belonging to Richard Farley. accused or killing
seven people during a shooting
rampage at a Silicon Valle)
compan)
A judge on Monday ordered
most police reports in the case
released. Santa Clara Count \
Superior Coun Judge
Kumla took the action in San
Jose in response to a request b)
the San Jose Mercury News.
The 50 pages show officers
found pistols, rifles, shotguns
and ammunition in the vehicle.
which was parked near the
scene of the Feb. 16 violence at
P.a. Inc. Also found were an
ammu non S esi and a knife.

Any garment
cleaned and pressed
$ 125 Prepaid
checks please

Dry Cleaning
Same day service
Plant on premises
NO LIMIT!

copies
copies
copies
copies
kinko’s

Excludes silk, leather, formals

BONDED Cleaners
873 Blossom Hill Rd.

at Pearl next to Pay ’N Pak
Monday - Fnday
7am - 7pm
Saturday ’til 6pm

310 S. Third St. 295-4336
481 E. San Carlos St. 295-5511

(408) 365-8680 (Expires 3/30/55

The

SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
Pre -Law Association
and
13arBri Professional Testing Centers

PROGRAMBOARD

WEDNESDAY 171-1.:=2,

Parolee defends ’skinheads’
SANTA BARBARA CAP)
21 -year-old parolee with plenty of
hair earned a new two-year prison
sentence when he drunkenly defended his "skinhead friends by
assaulting patrons at a sidewalk cafe.
Cabrera and two 17 -year-old companions. at least one of whom had a
shaved head, were walking by the
restaurant that evening when three
diners from Sacramento stared at
them, according to a probation report.
"You got sornethinga gains, skinheads?" one of them demanded."
In response. a man at the table
rose and told them to leave. Cabrera
then began swinging a piece of wood
he was carrying, hitting two of the
men and breaking one victim’s
wrist. the probation report states.

Qayounit said the) hope to have
the lighting situation taken care of by
April. Harter said if all the materials
they’ve ordered don’t come back in
time, they will begin work in June.
Halter said they will skip the
month of May "because in the entire
month of May. people will he studying for finals. And we don’t want to
disturb them," she said.
Besides getting the lights to beam
down instead of up. Hafter said, the)
will also he placing small lamps into
the individual study booths. "There
will he much better lighting for next
semester," Halter said.
Halter said they are also bracing
shelves so that they are earthquake
proof "and we’re also working on
the noise problem. so that’s the next
thing." she said.
Hatter said plant operations have
been very helpful
1/111 Walker

course and allowed the display to reopen.
Before 1978, journalists, tourists,
and diplomats smuggled Komar and
Melamid’s work to be sold in New
York, Steiger said. Today Soviet an
is sold in the West.
"Ws hard cash," the professor
said. "I’m sure the (Soviet) government is taking a cut."
Steiger said Komar and Melamid
practice a conceptual an that emphasizes dual effort and moves
"away from the all-knowing author."

Farley’s
weapons
revealed

Present:

A Free
Law School Preparation Seminar
and A Practice
Law School Admissions Test
SATURDAY, MARCH 26, 9:30-12:30
HUGH GILLIS HALL, ROOM 231
*************
Pre -registration is strongly encouraged
To reserve a seat, call collect:

(415) 441-0654

0,9

Coffee and Donuts will be available
41,0,
***************
$100 Scholarship will be awarded for
the BARRRI LSAT REVIEW COURSE.

Morris Daily Auditorium SJSU
FUNDED BY ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

,

,2,)r

i6 -59s
California’s
Northern
Dateline
#1 Adult

Spartan Daily
Serving the San Jose State University Community Since 1934
(UCPS 509-480)
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Call from the comfort
of your home.
Messages change
often, so call daily.
Instantly updated.
Open 24 hours.
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Gymnastics splits meets
with Air Force, Stanford
SPORTS
It’.

I’s_tIll

lilt

lit_i

hi the I uii,il tsso honk: meets ot the
season. the SJSI.’ men’s gymnastics
team won decisively over the AO
Force Academy on Friday. hut skeic
trashed a day later by Stanford University.
The loss Saturday . 285.1-272.15.
was more indicatise ot Stanford s
excellence than poor pen ormance on
SJSU’s part. The Spartans. score
was enough to set a nevi school record.
We did a real good job." said
head coach Doug VanEseren "It’s
the first lime this sear we’s,: stayed
iogether as a team. as a unit. tor \
es silts

hi Iiida ’s Meet. the Spartans
%Aim 267 259.85 as Brian Heel).
took Iasi in :ill so’. events. Still. Vans sue ii said the meet "was lair. only
OK...
the _001 ,A as the ofd es ent ill

Retirement
announcement
unnecessary
\ KI \ND tAl’i
keggic
Jackson_ the autriniohdc dealer
who still hasn’t torniall
nounced his retirement us
baseball ’,laser. sas s he nese’
belt an announcement ss as nes
essary
"I let retirement happen iii
its ow
The 41 -year -old lack
son told the Oakland Tribune
NIonda,,. "I could base 1,1:1 ed.
I guess. if I’d NI in\ hal in the
ring. But I didn’t 1.111i to play
any where hut Oakland."
He added. "I didn’t really
pursue going 10 spring training.
!st. career just kind of wound
down "
Ehe Vs did not offer him a
19XX contract.

Mmli the \ii foi,c \,..idemy In.
sided sonic resistance. Scott Hamilton, one ol the Academy’s strongest
gymnasts. placed second %s ith a 9.6.
Still. the Spartans won. 46.5-46.15.
linan O’Hara presented an improgram with an Arapresso e
bian double tront flip. which is a
are
Do I iculties
1) -slit iculty "
rated A D. v, tb D being the highest.
A co tam number 01 looses from
required for a
each Lategors
gsmnast to leceisetill score in
Bonus points are
cacIi es eni
im anted to; those ho esceed the
required amount
routine ended with a
O’Hara
perfect double -hack flip and he
placed third %still a 9.4.
Heery won the esein stuth a 9.65
w Oh a solid routine including a double back and a hand stance, balance
and strength move in which he slides
n to %%hat is practically a floor
Lersion ot the Iron Cross.
Flardo. Ls ho is normally the
team’s strongest tumbler. had too
much speed in his first tumbling
mund and ran far out of hounds.
Muck costs it I points per step. He
also touched his hands on a landing
and recei ed a 9 I lot his routine.
The competition as supposed to
concur ss ith the meet against Stanford on Saturday Rut because of a
scheduling Lontlict lot the Air Force
1, Alen . ii ss as !nosed loos ard one
hi shim notice. only two
fudges itdd he found. Ss hiCh caused
to last I nore than two hours.
meet
the
It v, as ridiculous," VanEveren
",". e sholild hase had more
said
udges.’’
\’anliseren said he Vi aS worried
the king meet would tire the gymnasts and impair their performances

against the Cardinal. But apparently.
the Spanans took Friday’s event as a
15 an B- u p exercise.
On Saturday, the Spartans scored
nearly five points higher than the day
before. but this still v,asn’t enough
to measure up to Stanford’s standards. The difference in quality between the two meets was immense.
The Spartans started strong.
matching Stanford’s score of 46.7.
Elardo made a comeback and posted
a 9.7. which was the second -highest
score. Heery took third with 9.45.
SJSU also gave a strong showing
on the high bar with Heery taking
second at 9.65.
Heery never lost the drive in his
routine and kept his body straight at
all times, never resorting to going
shoulders -first up on the giant
swings.
Although the Spartans did well on
the pommel horse, they were completely’ outscored. 47.75-43.15.
Stanford’s Chuck Gerardo received a 9.85 in the event and one
judge gave him a 9.9. The highest
SJS11 score was Heery at 9.0.
Today. the Spartans travel to LOS
Angeles to compete in the Pac-10
Conference, which functions as a regional try -out for the nationals.
"We’re in the hardest region in
the country." VanEveren said. "Out
of eight teams, six are in the Top
Individually. Heery has already
qualified for the nationals by posting
high scores in all events throughout
the season,
Heery said he is confident and
looking Inns ard to the event, to he
held April 15 in Nebraska.
Elardo may also qualify. hut
would have to post a 9.7 on the floor
at Pac-10, VanEveren said.
"It’s kind of scary," the coach
said. Elardo has scored a 9.8 twice
in home meets, but never inure than
a 9.4 away

Eyeing
the
nationals
Concentration Is written on the
face of senior Tom Elardo as he
performs on the rings in a meet
against the Stanford Cardinal.
Elardo may join junior Brian
Heery in the nationals if he posts
high scores in this week’s Par -It)
Conference in Los Angeles,

Ron

Green

Daily staff photographer

$2,000 SCHOLARSHIP
For Business Finance or Related Majors
TO QUALIFY YOU MUST:
*Be a full-time student
*Be a California resident
*Ilave a 2.5 minimum GPA
*Have completed 36 units or more

DEADLINE:
APRIL 15, 1988

Congratulations to our
METRO HAIR I

Spring 1988 Pledge Class

Contact:
Financial Aid Office
Walquist South Rm, 208
Ms. Susan Taylor
(408) 924-6063

Ctotn’d
ssociat ion oh
NI:dent’ ti
=mu enders
.1:.11

Stacy Mundell
Al!

Libby Petter
10
30 Soft Perm
Shampoo Cut save 5

Karen Schweitzer

279-9694
17W San Fernando
near 1st Street
10-6 M -F 9-5 Saturday

Love, Chi Omega Actives
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AVF

"40 Years of Excellence at SJSU."

" ’

Jrbic

20010 OFF
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mmiL

STUDENT svecIAL

12
0/

&Ow
IMF

Ur

1.1.S

()L. 10

$5.00 OFF
r

PLUS

UNLIMITED MILEAGE

41)

lust present this ad when yon rent any economy
through full-size car from the following locations:

0

2050 GATEWAY PLACE
(Off Highway 101)
SAN JOSE

4

a

SAN JOSE / SANTA CLARA
3581 Stevens Creek Blvd.
(At San Tomas Expressway)

SUNNYVALE
840 East El Camino Real
(At Wolfe Road)

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK SAM TO 6 PM
FOR RESERVATIONS, CALL:

CASH & CARRY
ONE DAY ONLY!
Thursday, March 24

a

(1)
/

SALE
-HOUR

Everything, absolutely everything will be on sale ...
at least 20% off up to 50% and more
Everything but the fixtures is on sale,
but for one day only. Bring your checkbook,
Visa or MasterCard and carry away the savings!

RED uon1111.

r

I

(408) 774-1930
n.

L

Ii

deLleunt pr, renlal Offer ma valid 11,
wtIh 1,11hur Normobonal thmotint
riwurements apply
4,1,11,5,.rrnal
Al may be mturned
,ar, I ran,
or ,aldathl
I...n, rano, .pabing Ray Area hxaboo
vIra 1,1i4.1..plreM1/1111/8/1
,..,

mow Budget=m awn
RontaCar
;enlace

$,

EVERTHING

SANTA CLARA
2555 Semi Bivd.

SAN FRANCISCO
1035 Battery Street

4

362-4400
Alt item limned to sock on Send

4

727-6762

SAN JOSE
1242 So Bascom

4

297-4707
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Bloom County

SpartaGuide
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SpartaGlade is a daily calendar
for SJSU student, faculty and staff
organizations. Items may be sub
milted on farms in the Daily office,
Dwight Bente! Hall Room 208, but
will not be accepted over the phone.
The deadline for the next day’s
paper is noon.

Math Club: "Just Like That." a For information call 298-0204.
colloquial on singularities, 4:30
p.m.. MacQuarrie Hall Room 223. MEChA: Students interested in
helping, 7:30 p.m., S.U. Ballroom.
For information call 924-5117.
Call 298-2531 for information.
SJSU Army ROTC: Easter Bunny
shoot, 9 a.m.-3 p.m., MacQuarrie Asian Business League of Silicon
Hall basement. For information call Valley: Workshop on learning to become an active listener, 6:30 p.m..
Russ at 924-3280.
S.U. Costanoan Room. Call 292Sociology
80:
Information
from
Al7978 for information.
[(MAY
coholics Anonymous and the NaMEChA (Chicano/Latino Students tional Council of Alcoholism, 10:30 SJSU Tae Kwon Do Club: PracOrganization): Razz Day, keynote a.m.-2:30 p.m., tables outside Stu- tice, 7:30-9:15 p.m.. Spartan Comspeaker Rosana DeSoto from "La dent Union. For more information plex Room 202. For information call
Bamba. 7:30 a.m.-2 p.m., .S.U. call 277-1648
259-2336.
Ballroom. For information call 924- Alpha Lambda Delta: Meeting,
2550 or 298-2531.
5:30-6:30 p.m. S.U. Almaden Student Health Advisory CommitPhysics Department: Wednesday Room. For information call 262- tee: Meeting for students interested
night star gazing, 6:30-9:30 p.m., 9172.
in health policy and health services,
near the fountain. For information MEChA: General meeting. 5 p.m.. noon -1 p.m.. Health Building Room
call the Physics office.
Chicano Resource Center, Wahl 208. For information call 924-6117.
Re-entry Advisory: "Inside Tips on quist Library North Room 307. For
Spartan Oriocci: Pizza night, 8-10
Using the Library Effectively." pre- infomation call 298-2531.
p.m., Pizza Hut at Tully and King
sented by Ruth Huffer. noon-I:30 Human Resource Administration
roads in San Jose. For information
p.m, Administration Building Room Club: Speaker, Jaqueline Bogard of
call 270-3403.
223. For information call 924-5930.
the Santa Clara County ManufacturCareer Planning and Placement: ing Group, on environmental issues ASLS intramurals: Sign-ups for inResume I. lecture and discussion on in the work place, 5 p.m., S.U. tramural softball, today through Friwritten communications related to Montalvo Room. For information day, Student Activities and Services
job search. 5:30 p.m., Duncan Hall call 338-9281.
Office, located behind the Spartan
Room 515. For information call 924- Campus Ministry: Bible study. Pub. For more information call 9246033.
noon -I p.m.. S.U. Pacheco Room. 5956.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Fight

corporate lob.
bles and right wing politics Learn
grassroots politics organizing
and electoral skills Call CAMPAIGN CALIFORNIA at 286-6113
EOE

HAIR

MODELS for advanced tech
class
M.day-Thursday-Friday
9AM Call for spot 279-9694

NEED

MEDICAL INSURANCE, We
have plans with quality covoraga
at affordable pric. Call Mark Fill., Washington Notional insurance. (408) 943-9190 for. no obligation quote

PRIVATE ADOPTION, where to begin,
information for couples and sing. wishing to adopt Pregnant
mothers-you
have
choice
a
Please call (408) 338-9253

office or

WE DON’T HAVE THE ANSWERS, but
that. OK We are church community that values the individual
much for one own truth The
FIRST UNITARIAN CHURCH of
San Jos. offers crash.e services,
stimulating discussion. & opportunities for social action We are
located at 160 N 3rd St Join us
Sundays at 11 00 or .11292-3658

AUTOMOTIVE
nomical. 5950 bo Call 293-0757
MONACO. clean

condition

51100

good
Call for details

246-7478 leave ...go
76 CHEVY NOVA" Good condition
S1200 or best offer Call 7324438
71 CAMARO encellent condition. too
many elms to list $2950 b o Call
268-1098 after 6 PM
1973 MERCURY COMET automatic.ac
am fon 6 cyl. FS PB runs groat.
$700 Cattle 15)651-7765

COMPUTERS
PC-COM PC-COM PC-COM"" IBM AT XT compatibles and acces
mries Located at 2515 S King
Road Call 236-1038 Special 6%
08 for SJSU with ID

FOR SALE

6399
TYPEWRITER

BROTHER

manually

operated

S5000 includes replacement ribbon Works great Call Bill at 3749570. Nave message
THE BREAD A ROSES BOOKSHOP is
unique bookstore, specialising
in books on history
currant
labor. Black Amaricans,

events

vated people’ Call (415)967-4911
$$$$FOODSERVERS. COOKS. HOSTESS. CASHIERS and busboys
Marie
Callendars
Is
always
looking for new, enthusiastic
workers 10 1010 our team Apply at
2831 *Kid. Ave. or call 25571 30 for appointment
FOOD SERVER NEEDED tor busy new
downtown

restaurant

Apply at

FOOD
SERVICE
PERSONNEL
wanted" Catering by Coast Is
employee w flee
seeking PT
mho.. Exp preferred but not
required Please tall 867.2700
FOREIGN STUDENTS AND SCHOL
ARS!’ Intl busiwsses and Investors seek foreign nationals with
first hand knowledge of .0nornic. business. scientific and
political conditions In home coo
try for consulting assists... For
Info. send resume to BCS
700 St Marys P1, Suite 1400, San
Antonio. Tx, 78205 or call (8001

FOREIGN STUDENTS AND SCHOL
ARS" Intl businesses and Investore seek foreign nationals with
first hand knowledge of mo
manic NNW.. scientific. and
political conditions in home country for consulting assistance For
into, sand resume to BCS
700 St Marys P1. Suit. 1400. San
Ant.lo. Tx. 78205 or call (6001
642-5254
GENERAL OFFICE WORK, flex hrs
200k
Typing 60 WPM. non
smolt.. Call Kim D1435-0997
INTELLIGENT?

ENERGETIC?

OUTGOING? Do those describe you,
150,111.1, talk IOU. about starting
at the top’ Participate in a care.
.handing
excorienc
Cell
Mitch 924-1129

LIFEGUARDS Seasonal A year round
positions avail.. now Salary
Lifeguards
manager.

5550-06 4051

Pool

07 00-$11 60 hr

Call

MAKE-OVERS,

Male

A

needed tor Hair Show

females
3-19-21

Heir cutting coloring permo.nt
sssss For into M151886-1117

Northern California NannMe. (415)

FULL TIME JOBS avail BEST Tem.
Never fee Call

PART TIME FULL SALARY
bonus
up to 125 hr WIN train Work twl.

dren

Located at 950 S
First St . San Jose (3 blks south of
9280) Call 294-2930 for hours

clerks

light whh day’s Mel Fun aximmen
lob’ Check It out -9474778

books

PERM PART TIME. 15 15111 $ C SVL
31 32 his Sun-Thur. elm 6PM
Call ’Inez Pauline 243-5911

87 KAWASAKI 550 JET ski, mint con.
dition or trade for spoils car any
condition considered

Cali 292-

RED EYE is looking for assistant man.
agars full Orme & pert thne in our
local stones

21.0
83 JET SKI KAWASAKI 550 with trailer & many extras Call Bryan at
200-5804

We’ll vs0.11 around

school schedules but must have 2
mornings week opening availability.

non-smokers

Interested

call at 446-5636

HELP WANTED

SALES PT FT financial .ryloas ExCallent opportunity Sand resume

ACCOUNT EXEC type person needed
to find clients for freelance copy-

to PO Boe 53347, S J 95153

Work
on
commission
basis Great opportunity for pro
fassional outgoing parson Call

SEARCH PUBLIC RECORDS Ideal
part-time lob for student Call

984-6235

SECURITY
OFFICERS PROCESS
SERVERS. FT PT security offf
car.- all shifts FT PT awning
process servers We will train

writer

CAREER

OPPORTUNITY

with

3rd

largest insurance, company

We
need reliable stable poop,* Interest. in owning their own business We provide soles A mannem., training &
guarantseed
income when qualified Call David
loch. or Dick Adams at 3718663
COUNSE1ORGROUP

HOME for au
listic children Varhrti hours Call
M -F, 377-5412 377-1494

CREATIVE

WAFTER to wits short
akfts No imp needed but comic
attitude must Call Carl at 297
2960 days. 993-6166 eves

DOWNTOWN REAL ESTATE OFFICE
near SJSU needs receptionist to
work MWF 11-5 Good but not fast
typing needed Professional at
mosphers

Good

pay & study
time Call Ray or Swat 208-5522

Consume. Paralegal, 2974776

Apply in parson Mon-Fri SAMIPM 260 Meridian Az.. S.J .2911

airyStart your own business

glaucoma check, complete
contact lanse amyl. for family
Fashion frames and sunglasses
by the leading designers Super
thin lenses for high power Re
Open 7 days a week insurance
and Medical are warmly wet corned SJSU students AL staff always have 10% on Call for iffiest
now" 405 E Santa Clara St at

415-493-1800.

Call

oxl

MATH-PHONE

TIME"

VVY

LL GO BACK

WRITING

Skibblefritz

RESEARCH

THE
YEARBOOK
- 198r

Classified
accuracy guaranteed Academic
typing our speciality Free prooReasonabl.
We. last dependable grammar wise college grads So call us

AAAAAA
YOU FINALLY FOUND it’
an experNncad, affordable, pro-

P -U

ACADEMIC

TYPING WORD PROCE
RESSING Thesis work
specialty Experience counts’ Group
mi.
pm. welcome Standard

&

crmas.11e

Trust TONY 296-2087 Thanks
St 50 pert page double spaced
Available .ven dep. tirtrettly
Quick turnaround All work guar.
anteed Thanks

ACCURATE AND DEPENDABLE typist
looking for work Tact or graph
Id Call Wendy at 7424691
APA FORMAT, term paper thesis welcon. 10 years typing word pro-

with computer
Clow to school Avail.ble night

0550 me

ID Access Dote -281-4982 ask tor
Tem.

502S 225-9009
ABSOLUTELY

ACCURATE ACCOMPLISHED T.., Specializing In
all academic typing. Including
APA format. term papers theses

shInt 5225 me Nonsrnkr.297-7679
2 111DRAI apt

cessing experience LaMar quality
printing Very competitive rates
discount wth
Students rec..

and day Rush lobs are my spedallty
Call Pan) at 140111 225-

ROOM FOR RENT 1 2 block fun SJSU
Klchn pHv prefer serious rnaN

CALL LINDA TODAY" Avoid the rush’
Reserve now for your lierrn p..
pen

group prot.ts, thews, etc
Prol....1 word pro...sing.
II.. disk storage Ouick return, all

resumes & coffin leners I look
forward to serving your typing
needs this sertn.ter Hriy rates

for rent nr

compu.
security disposh Cal’

work guaranteed Cassette branmrffition
available
Aim...

mes Santa Clara Call 727-9793
SHIPPING RECEIVING CLERK openIng at Varian Waite Tube Division
Rawls. 2 yrs expert.. In
stores, ship rec or squh plus
ability to ilft SO lbs, fork 1111.11111.
cafe end California thl.re limn. Must No U.S cttta.tr Call
415-493 1900..1.118
TEACHERS PRESCHOOL’ Eet.od.d
day 124 PM daily Must have ECE
good pay benefits
TOOAY 723.9360

Cat

TELEMARKETING" Appointment set

Branham area
264-4504

7 days week Call

DO YOURSELF A FAVOR’ Take advantage of our amertise Top secretarial service for all your WORD
processing needs Graphics letters. monumripts
reports, resumo*. term papers thaws We
also provide disk storage. editing
grammar

WORD PROCESSING
Thesis specialists Al. term pet
wcromplays
manuscripts
pers.
resumes repetitive letters tran.

word Call PJ

246.

5825
WORDPROCESSING

campus Pickup available Sally at

Term papers St 75 p Obi sp and
proofed Small Wain.s letters

251 4665
NEED HELP??, Call SOS" Emmert
enc.. professional typing seen ice for term papers group pro -

mailing lists. ?Wore imwslatlers
welcome
protects
instructor
Quality guaranteed On campus
274(4061
Call
delivery
Pickup

lads and mi. roPOrtil Resumes
and COSS. letters Free spelling

3684 (lea. message)

chock

Loner quality printers
Convent. rates 735-6845 (Sue)

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY ler your
acadiernic busiwss kegsl word

Sunnyvale

Term papers

resumes. letters

1123-2309

LUCID EDITORIAL SERVICE Typing
writing aaalstance editing typing
of reports those* etc
Laser
printer Affordable accurate, dependable Only 12 minute* horn

mrlpflon Free SPELCHEK copy
disc storage Quick turn.

reports

rates

Specializing In word perfect and

edit

processing need.

R.sonable

LASERJET OUTPUT Yoars of export once aerying SJSU faculty and
students All work guaranteed

ENTERPRISE

EVERGREEN

TYPIST.

Call Eve at 2514785 or 272-5033
Will pick-up and deliver

faculty and studants Call
Printy s WORDWORKS at 14061
253 -WORD 0,253-WORK

Call

II 30-5 PM

GOOD

for

Clara

work guarenteso For that professiomi. gulch & dopondatil worry.
frree sorylcs at Its boat with AFcall PAM at
247-2681 (Son. Claw STUDENT
& FACULTY DISCOUNTS’

meli checffing.
or printing
printing

Santa

CESSING" 12 years secret...)
wiper.. No lob too large or
Student
Rate
small
too
$12 50 hr Rag $113 Ce3 h. Koury

FORDABLE RATES

and

PS Laser
Item your disk Special discount

around

protects, manuals thews etc All
Kilidattnic formats & APA Free
disk storage SPE. CHEK punctuation grammar assistance All

PROFESSIONAL

group

WORD

PRO-

nifunnoon hours by
Cali Anna at 977

appointment)
4992

TYPING

RESUMES
Sr..

WRITING Bay
tape-

1 service 40 years

Consultations
Car.
rt..
Seminars All tob areas Career
Cent. 243-4070
Profs.-

ENTERPRISE."

SUCCESS

atonal typing A busrness service,. Fast raesonabie & near the
university Cab 292-4047
TERM PAPERS F. MAIL" We take
your draft sot & type you party A
get doe. Laser outpul & spell
proofed Call Diner Pubs at 945
3941. 977.7999 bap.,
TYPING,"
CaN

REASONABLE

RITES"

,40111

746-563)

PATTI

at

Santa Clara are
WORDPROCESSING REPORTS lot
tars, rssuntriS. manuKrIptS legal
Editing available Han mo de
grimes Reasonable rates Cali S’R
1329
CAMBRIAN
PROCESSING
WORD
AREA" 15 yrs ffixertence Cheap
and fest’ Sr 25 per page double
Kffffied St 75 per page
space Call 079.9254

single

port. .11, to campus, 279-8075

Print

PERSONALS

Ad Rates

UK
CLINIC."
ELECTROLYSIS
WANTED HAIR ramoved forever
Baywood
335 S
Confidential
Aye San Jo.. call 247.7486 for
appointment
SIGMA CHI" CONGRATULATIONS on
successful Derby Days Love
your hone51 second place team
with lb. first class MMus."
WOULD LIKE to fffid WOMAN to liv
velth handicapped man for cornpenlonshlp For Int call Brion at

Minimum three Imes on one day

One
Two
Day
Days
$435
I 3 Unes $355
4 Lines $435 $515
" 5 Imes $515
$600
6 Lines $5 95
$6 80
Each Addltional Line Add $

Three
Days
$475
$5 55
$6 35
$7 15
80

Four
Days
$500
$580
$660
$740

111111111111111IIIIIIIIIIIIiIII

Five
Days
$520
$600
$680
$760

Each
Extra
Day
$ 90
$1 05
$1 20
$1 35

il1111111111111111iiIIIIIIIIIII

298-2309
Pf MI

SERVICES

Semester Rates (All Issues)
10-14 Lines $63.00
5-9 Lines $4600

BACKACHE??? FREE traMmant as
part of research protect If you
have had low back pain for more

Phone: 924-3277

2444907. rtiension 401
BARE IT ALL’ Stop shaving, waxing
lyseazing musing chemical depth
Let ma permanently remove your unwanted hair (chin
bikini, tummy, moustache, etc)

Announcements
Automotive

15% discount to atudants and Ns
ulty Call before May 31 1968 and
gel your first mot at 1 2 pric
Unwantod Hair Disappear. With
Owen Chelgren R E
Bascom IC

1645 S

Address

Phone_

City & State

Zip

Enclosed is S

Lines

SENO CHECK MONEY ORDER

Circle a Classification:

totes

559-3500

Name

15 Plus Lines $80 00

then 6 months and are 20-55
years old, please call Palmer College of Chiropractic -West at 14081

My Care

Your Ad Here

(Count approximately 30 letters and spaces /Of etch line)

5860
ahMs apt
SS-S6 hr to start Full bewIlts no
. perlence needed Apply VANGUARD SECURITY. 3212 Sc.
Blvd between Olcott & San To-

Free

DENT DISCOUNT 17 years
rt.. Call Ch..’ .1 923-8401

A Al SECRETARY

846-7004 or 379-9006

transcription

disk *Waco and geffirous STU-

ACHIEVEMENT

ACCOUNTABILITY
ACKNOWL
EDGEABLE in typing that slops

tt

reports theses (es-

pecially scientel etc el 251-0449

deilvery
Avail
wiinds and ev.ings Call Linda
280-5161

hot. Campbell Lrg BR own bth
A sr. rm. $425
I 3 util
3200
deposit Access to computer &

storage

with papers

WM.& typist’ At 90 words
minute. I can make all your papers

count

Jane 251

ABSTRACT WE RE NOT-Wler quality

fing disk

look and BE their best In no time
al all’ Hrly rates Student dis-

500 pm

030. m
5942

TYPING

tic...

sq

HI. HONEY M HOME’
LOOK 111461’ SOOT FROM THE
OFFICE! WE /UST HAPPENED
TO liAlf AN Erritacea PliNO
AROUND IT .5 PERFECT
RatNEISICHVARD.

PRES iDENT’5

SERVICES

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHED
prolessio.l high quality
by
budget price Ir. Information
Call 371-7687 ask for SJSU discount

AAAAACCURACY

2600

Wanda Folk

Laugh Lines

5036

CLOSE TO CAMPUS 1 bedroom. 1
bath off street parking, $475 Call

SHARE

kihrsIT 7t1, FUT 71-415
CeSDATTreki SticK wHEI2C
tr

YOUR

Cam., walk to campus, no pets
$595 my Cell 224-3939 286-8840

TO

Michael Sherman

C44prA04, WHAT
rtkiLY Po yeu
Wi5t1 To Po war.,
COR AZESENT
SMETY .7

Mg Catalog Berk/slay 1415) 8.11

AFFORDABLE 2 BEDROOM, I BATH.

224-3939 286-6840

SUPPOSED TO DRIVE
HIM TO SCHOOL!

Academic that.
assistance
Ghostwriting All subyects Gustified writs. Rosin.. Re-writ

$6 50 HR" HELP DISABLED person
w heshh care AM’S UWE... or
SS Will train,356-2716

agent

DUMBAR ’
I F0PG07, I’M

(IT’S STILL SO HARD
To BELIEVE IT’S
YOU. \AIA\T TIL I
TELL LD AND
DVABAR

4 49
i 1-4
1

You ye got the party. wit., got
ISO music’ Mkt. Productffins
provides wide varNty of music
for your wedding, parne or dance
at reasonable rates Call D..
or Phil at 249-2620 or 922-7359

wwsletior writing exp...

HOUSING

YOU <
VERY
MUCH,
BOB

DISC JOCKEY by
Desire. Michel, formerly of KSJS

plus’
Interested
candidates
should send resume writing samples and salary requirements to

Newsletter Staff We am an oqual
opportunity arnpffiyer

THANK

PROFESSIONAL

cr.tIng our division newsletter
Qualified candidates must have
.cellent communication and in

Vegan Microwave Equipment D4viNon. 3200 Patrick Henry Dr
Santa Clar,. Ca 95054
Mtn

Angelo Lopez

Dumbar Pig

1299 You keep the negatives Call
Cherie at 2744099

Perewslette

tenviewIng skills to wort, with all
levele of management Previous

.

,

,

PHOTOGRAPHIC MEMORIES! Let me
capture your wedding memories
with quality photos for less" Budget and OM.0 packages from

creelve writing skills to assist in

FEMALE

___

.

,

,’#
1
,

.t..
v

problems

14151 796-8497

Cell Green Tnumb Lawn SarviceSunnyvale et 732-4443
PART

Math

solved, tutoring by phone at any
level Sessions 1 4 to 1 hour Call

to start Outdoor
sakes Lawn aeration and fertilisetion .rvice Start this Saturday

WrItar" We re looking for a tat.
anted person with dernontrated

RuN?

,
A*---....,.....,
..,..-,_,

IARECT)OW TO

call 993-7320 TODAY
Keep in touch ding Spring Break

WEEKENDS-18 hr

WRITER"

WHERE,

HOW 20 You
KNOW w64)04

friendly

VARIAN IMAGE TUBE DIVISION has

IFS.S.M) 9AM to 7 30 PM) Physics, electronic or machaniciel
orientation and U.S citizen re.

IF you
DON’T KNON

FREE TRIAL PERIOD on Vole* Lino
The new method to communicate
electronically to trim.. & cusThe system he user
tomers

cations & Information 374-6224

full time openings for automat.
VAC EOPMT OPRS on swing
shift, graveyard A waekend 51.111

WOW
I PINT
KNOW
paws.

IS
hi"
AAISICICA?

Sheila Neal

eth, call 995-0488 We speak Vietnamese Spanish & Chine.

af-

o,ernIght
ternoons weekends,
shifts 84-5725 hr Call for appli-

SECURITY RECEPTION

units,
EXCELLENT CASH MONEY Home assembly work Electronics
e.

mornings,

rWERE

MINA*
FOR
MSS
A146RICA

HAIR

ing

assignments ND WE Call us al
Tailored inventory 749-0240 Monday through Friday

weekday

Professional

and fast service at extremely low
price Complete eye seam includ-

TIE UP THOSE loose ends! Earn extra
SS as in.ntory counters, kh pullers, or stock clerks on short hem

ties tor sdoNscents and young

TM

Call 296-0931"

hatable his, valuable emperience
Call Mitch 924-1129

quires!
445

mey’ve-

ACCEC7E1) my
APPLICATION
FCR THE
misS AMERICA
PAGEANT.

EYECARE AT SUNRISE EYEWEAR
Frame and lenses from $37, Dl
Christopher Cabrera 00 Quality

involve sales, or appointment setting We provide paid training

adults with autism A relatad
bliltias FT PT positions avallabla

_

the only permanent
Ask about the special
discount tor Spring Complimen
tary consulation by appointmoni

tory

early

Isaac Newt

rnethx1

TELEPHONE OUTREACH POSITIONS
at the SJSU annual fund Does not

TRAINING SPECIALIST Direct care
staff waded for residential facili-

wmar
ARE THOSE
"
THINGS
ON NIS
FACE
SOOT
MAW

removal,

Licensed agent

1149-2933
PARTTINE

dal sciences You won’t fInd our
books. posters end rmords In
other stores In the valley In addihave fiction and shit-

CANVASS,
CONCERTS, FUN’ Work for Thomas
Jefferson Up to 120 hr. shim .
eves Downt S J great cause’ Call
Ray at 9477778 Help make his-

toevnfru , ge.A/77FUL

AfOR5IAV6i INC IS.’

Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
ELECTROLYSIS’

yoffie & perso.lity Call Jerry at
998-4526

mrp Contact 559-1503
PART-TIME CHILDCARE POSITIONS
available immedIately 15-$4 hr

porary Services, 984-1340 for details
Typists,
...Ws
tile
rmaptIonlats.
laborers

tion we

tance from campus Afternoon A
evening shifts available Good

OVERNIGHT RES STAFF NEEDED tor
adolescent girls home Erni

Asian -Americans.
Morel.
Written by
women.
Asians labor
Chicanos
Blacks.
activists. Mareists We also have
In English. Soviet texts in the so -

Chicanos.

leg Part time. $200 WK POSSIBLE. DAILY CASH Walking dis-

TELEMARKET,

942-2470

MONO MONITOR A 80375,111S-wrd
3l
$75,MS Obask. $25.ffirctr
an.* pan HP41 S30-(4151365-

PORTABLE

list 24HR
FILLMORE FINGERSthe concessions
company for SHORELINE AMPHITHEATRE & SPARTAN STADIUM
is now hiring energetic & moti-

628-2826, Eat 656

’83 SUZUKI GS450E ex coed only 4K
ml new tires, red sporty & eco-

77 DODGE

FEDERAL, STATE A CIVIL SERVICE
lobs $19.646 to $89,891 yr Now
hiring, Call JOB LINE 1-510-4553611 eel F404 for into A fader.

380 S Second St - 297-0607

STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now, Save your teeth, eyes
e nd money too For Information
and brochure see A S
call L108)371-6811

Call (refundable) 1-305-744-3488
Eat W-369. 2411RS

Re5rinio

STYE 09CK ’ HE’S NOT
EXACTLY
L-EMAIE
HIMSELF AT
SEE MIA
ME enamor.

IN TIE
GARAGE AND
CHECK YOUR
CAR

Classified
ACTIVISTS."’

Nieto Mit

Berke Breathe(
’Py ye
NO
FELLAS S4Y. mar

HES

Computers
For Sale
II

Help Wanted
Housing
Lost and Found
Personals

Services
Stereo
Travel
Typing

Oars

Desrfoll Deli located Dennis O6H20e

OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
Sno Jose State University
Sao Jose California 95192

Deadline Two days prior to publication
Consiscutiva publication dates Only
No refunds on cancelled ads

.

Wednesday. March 23, I’M/Spartan Dail%

Arrest: Four in two days

Study break

From page I
arrested at 11:44) a.m. in the same
restroom "for basically the same
charge," Maloney said.
Simons exposed himself to another man not knowing the man was
an undercover police officer.
Officer Fong "had received complaints so he set up the operation,"
Maloney said.
The undercover officer was sent to
the scene and then served as witness
to the crime. Simons was arrested
for lewd conduct in a public place
and indecent exposure. He also was
not a student or an employee of
&NU.
Maloney said that occurrences
like this are not common, but they’re
"not rare" either.
All crimes were misdemeanors
punishable by up to one year in
county jail, he said.
Rob Naragon, a senior majoring
in business infivmation resource
management, has worked at the information center in Wahlguist North
for two years. He said that problems
like this have occurred on the third
floor restrooms in the past and that
the stalls have been removed and

only urinals remain.
the
’Typical graffiti’
walls, Naragon said, along with
messages. names and phone numbers.
Naragon and other employees
have received memos from the University Police to watch out for suspicious people loitering in the halls
and restrooms. but Naragon himself
hasn’t ever noticed anyone.
Wahlquist Reserve Book Room
Loan Supers isor Judith Walls de
scribes this as an ongoing problem.
"This is not anything new," she
said about the arrests made on Monday.
She said the problem is severe
enough that sonic of her male assistants won’t use the restrooms on the
third floor. Now they won’t w ant to
use the fifth floor rest rooms. calm
Walls said that only the resit-wins
on the third and sixth floor should he
open because those floors are the
busiest and staff are readily avail
able.
Her main suggestion is that sin
dents should complain when Me% see
something like this happening SO that
more can he done about ii

Astronomers doubt
earthquake prediction
Kendra Luck Daily staff

photographer

Melissa 11 eatherly, an undeclared junior, takes advantages of the sunny weather to read outside the Student Union

Dean: Lange retires from SJSU
from poor. /
.ange took over as dean and is now
the largest department on campus,
.ing said
1 he Society of Archimedes is One
Lange s major contributions to
’OM and one nil which he is most
ii oud
1.ange founded the society in 1982
ii ihute to Archimedes 1287-212
ft C a ho is recognited as one of
the top mathematicians and philo...pliers that has ever used.
I he society is a voluntary support
reani/ation a hich awards +cholas ships. fellowships and seed money
liii research and other projects. The
society also sponsors seminars and
coniciemes. teaching and research
au ads tor faculty and community
relations activities.
!Membership consists of students.
iaculty and alumni. Lange also had a
sculpture with the Archimedes symbol erected across from Tower Hall.
In the last three years, the school
has gained .19 new full-time professors. Lange said, and by the end of
this year that total will he up to 51
1,4 the past tour years
.ange said he is ’’amaied and delighted by the quality of the new faculty
It has given me a lot of satisiac
ill inn IS hi help this university

Housing:
Staff chosen
Frain page /
Charlene Chew, Associate Director of Residential Life, is planning to
leave UHS at the end of this year,
and filling her position has been a
concern within Housing.
The ramifications from (’hew’s
vacating the position "remain to he
seen." Choi said The Housing program already possesses "a lot of direction." and will continue to advocate education within the residence
halls, he added.
A "whole new dynamic" will be
icated by a new associate director.
Ifolweger said. "Charlene’s leaving
, a challenge."

Alan Ling will he taking over as dean of the School of Science. Ling will
leave his current post as chairman of the chemistry department.

wrote recently: There are I I .0t Hi
earthquakes each year in the Inns An
geles area strong enough hi he re
corded. There may he a significant
earthquake in May 198S. here or
elsewhere ... but if there is, it will
have nothing to do a ith the planets positions. ’

AstroLOS ANGH.ES (AP)
nomers say a vague prediction by ancient astrologer Nostradamus has
caused unfounded public fear that an
alignment of planets will trigger an
earthquake that will destroy Los Angeles in May.
"There is no alignment of planets
in May, and even if there were, it
wouldn’t have anything to do with
earthquakes," Edwin Krupp, director of Griffith Observatory said
Monday.
But rumors oil an impending earthquake, spurred by writings of the
16th -century French astrologer and
the movie "The Man Who Saw Tomorrow." which is being sold on videocassette. prompted more than
100 fearful people inn call the observatory in recent %seeks. Krupp said.
"We can tell by the phone calls
that many people are getting needlessly afraid of the possibil0 nil an
earthquake.’ he said, calling the
quake predictions "hunk
Astronomer John Mosley, the observatory’s program supers Sn hr.

MosleN said IMInmers of Nostra
damus, who lived Iroot 1503 io
1566. have claimed he predicted the
Russian Revolution. the assassina
(ions nil hilm and Robert Kennedy .
the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor
and many other es ems
But Nosti adamus predictions.
%%Tato( in rhy me. "are exception:111v
%ague, and in general it is only alto
the fact that a link can he made be
tweet) his rhymed prediction and an
historical event," Mosley said
He said "The Man Who Saw ’In morrow .’
claimed
Nostradamus
wrote that an alignment of Saturn.
Jupiter. Mercury . Venus and Mats
will c:iuse a major earthquake in
May in Los Angeles

ANUXTTII-IEW BRODERICK.
THE ARMY
MADE EUGENE A MAN.
BUT DAISY GAVE HIM
BASIC TRAINING!

have a very good degree to offer to
students in various fields," Lange
said.
"The more you do. the more you
see you could do. It’s an unending
challenge." he said.
"I would like to see him stay another two to three years:. Ling said

IZSTAR

School of Science appoints
new department head
School of Science will
ins n a ilea dean when classes resniiuic
August
I nit 15111" Alan I.ing. chairman ol
the chemistry department. will re
ola% c Dean I _ester Lange. who will
lein mg in July
1 mg has served as chairman of the
, hemistry department for three years
.1...i...0cl:de dean for more than
1I, said the nuclear science facilits attracted him to S.ISC because
,J1
mieicst m radioactoe materiJ,.111risition will he easy to
ii 1 ing said. because "Ikan

Lange left a strong school."
Rut he said it will be difficult to
leave his present position as chairman.
"It is very difficult for someone
who has put so much into a department to leave the department." Ling
said. "There is a large degree of sadness of moving out of a department
because you leave behind problems
you feel you can solve."
Ling also looks at the promotion
as a "refreshing start into a new career" and an "exciting challenge."
A selection committee consisting
of one member from each department in the school, two faculty

MIKE N:1010LS
NEIL SIMON’S

I.ester I.ange
’,tame .s./st nil an

BMW
BLUES

nar

members from outside the school
one community member and one stii
dent conducted extensive intervie%% of each of the candidates for it
post.
Ling was selected from the fi%c
candidates. three of which werc
from SJSI ’
Kara Myer s

SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE
IF YOUR PARENTS WORK AT
HEWLETT PACKARD
John Morton scholarships available for 1988-89 to students of
sophomore standing or higher, who have a parent working at
Hewlett Packard.
Deadline to apply:
FRIDAY APRIL 15, 1988
Applications available at:
Financial Aid Office
Wahlquist South #208
San Jose State University

ill

11

TTT.,

9 NEIL SIMON’S ,. BILOXI BLUES s ’tel."’ CHRISTOPHER WALKEN
GEORGES DE LERUE ’9flWJLSY1BERT ,NTJABILL BUTLER,,,
JOSEPH M CARA(CIOLOM MARYKAY POWELL
u’ul NEIL SIMON "I RAY STARK "mg MIKE NKHOLS pG
manna

ROM

For more information, call Susan Taylor
of the financial aid office at 924-6063.
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